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HELLO!
Thank you for choosing our Smart Lock System

This short guide will help you configure all basic settings 

needed to setup your smart lock system for first time and 

learn about all the necessary steps in order to quickly 

manage this system.

You need prepare: 
 

Smart Lock System 
Smart Lock APP 

Bluetooth Electronic Key
Intelligent Passive Lock
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

▰ Entertheusernameandpasswordafterinstallingthesoftware.

▰ Defaultaccountis“admin”,thepasswordis“999”.
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1. Log in Software
.
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THIS IS A SLIDE TITLE

▰

▰

4Therewillbeapromptwhenyouenterthissoftwareifyoudid
notinstallthecommunicationprogram.
Oryoucouldclick“Comm.Status,DownloadProgram”.
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2. Download and install 
Communication Program
.
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YOU CAN ALSO SPLIT YOUR
CONTENT
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3. Setup Department
.

▰

▰

ClickDept.---Addanewdepartment.

Enter department name, 

Once you create a department, you could not
change his primary department.

choose his primary 
department(root 
department as default), 
click confirm.

▰



IN TWO OR THREE COLUMNS
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4. Setup Worker
.

▰ Click Worker---Add to add new workers who will be
responsible for unlocking.
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▰

▰

▰

Select app worker. 

Note: Remember to 

collect the fingerprint 

after adding the key.

Input these necessary 

information you need.
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5.Login APP
.

▰

After install VANMA
LOCK APP. Start it.
The icon is like this.

Input the username and password

(default password is 123)

s(http://49.4.87.202:8086/) when

you login APP at first time.

▰ Click setting to enter software addres

http://49.4.87.202:8086/
http://49.4.87.202:8086/


OUR PROCESS IS EASY
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6. Add Key
.

▰ Click in, it will start to search Bluetooth Key.
Click it.

Home Page. Click Key 
Registration to add 

keys.
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▰ Here you could name 
this key or name it in
the software.

Click Register, there will be a 
register key successfully 
prompt.

▰
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▰

▰ And name it, click “OK”,
then the fingerprint 
you set will be
successful.

Now we need to back to the software to collect fingerprint,
click ”Collect”, you will hear the voice prompt from the key
to ask you place and left your finger for 3times.
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7. Add Lock
.

Home Page. Click 
Lock Registration to 

add locks.
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▰ Click the Bluetooth key, 
touch lock with it when 
you see the prompt. 
Then you could name 
this lock in app.
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8. Take Out Key
.

Back to software. 
Find your key and
click ”Take Out”
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▰

▰

Select one department.

Select locks 
which you 
want to 
unlock.
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▰

▰

Select worker. Click “Next”.

Setup unlock 
time. Default is 
all day. Click 
“Next”. 



▰ Click “Take Out Key”is done. You could see the setup 
information here, click ”Finish”.
You will hear a voice prompt like ”DiDi”,and now you 
could go to operate the locks between the planned time 
you set.

▰
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CREDITS
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9. Unlock/Lock
.
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You could see this 
schedule in your 
mobile. Click in.
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It will show you if
successful or not.

Now, you could verify 
your fingerprint and 
operate the locks 

▰



CREDITS
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9. Check Report
.

▰ After operating the data, you can check the data in the 
software, click “Read Data”
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▰

▰

▰

Now connect the key you used, click “Next”

Click “click here”, you could see the whole report.

Here you 
could see 
the 
operation 
records
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▰

▰ This operation report also could
exported in two ways.

As you can see, here is the operation records, and you could
choose what data you want see in filter conditions. 
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Q&A�
Attention: 
1. The software you see now 
is the trial version, all the keys 
and locks need be initialized 
under “Key List” when you 
use the official version, 
otherwise the keys and locks 
willbeinvalidintheofficial 
software.
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Bye

Now the quick start 
guide manual is end.
Any questions,
you could send email to 
support@lockmanage.com

Thanks for choosing JWM!
✋
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✓
✓
✓

support@lockmanage.com
+86 15002480721 
lockmanage.com

Thanks!
Do you have any questions?
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